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Abstract
This article examines the selling strategy of a random product provider in the
presence of vertical competition and consumer anticipated regret. We identify the
condition under which the random product will be provided when the focal firm faces
a transparent high-end competitor.

We distinguish between aversion to purchase

regret and aversion to selection regret, and find that they affect the profit of the
random product in opposite ways. Our results show that, as compared with the
outcome under no regret, probabilistic selling generates more (less) profit for the
random product provider when consumers exhibit a higher (lower) degree of selection
regret than purchase regret. In addition, without anticipated regret, the random
product is provided only if there is an intermediate level of quality differentiation.
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Interestingly, when anticipated regret is present, the random product will be more
likely to arise when consumers exhibit sufficiently high degree of selection regret.

1.

Introduction

Probabilistic selling is an innovative business practice involving the sale of a random
product that mixes several alternatives, each with some hidden attributes.

This

selling strategy was introduced by the online sites Hotwire and Priceline, and it has
become especially popular in the travel industry.1

Probabilistic selling has also

received considerable attention from scholars who focus mainly on its horizontal
features (Fay and Xie 2008, 2010)—for example, product colors. However, in many
situations it is rather quality, a vertical feature, that differentiates hidden features.
For example, a “random hotel” can be created by mixing suite rooms with ordinary
rooms. A car rental company can similarly use full-size and compact cars to create a
“random car,” and a cruise line can mix ocean-view and interior staterooms to create
a “secret stateroom.”
When vertical features are involved, a purchased random product’s quality—which
is revealed after purchase—can turn out to be lower than expected. For instance, a
consumer might receive a room in a 3-star hotel after booking of a “random hotel”
that was advertised as constituting 4-star accommodations on average. In practice,
however, the prevalence of a “no return” policy precludes any refunds on, or even any
changes to, the random product purchased.2 The disadvantageous position of random
1

https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/five-keys-to-unlocking-hidden-hotel-deals.
Consumers are well aware of the “no return” policy, which is usually placed conspicuously next to each
random product’s “Book” button on the travel provider’s webpage. For additional details, see http://
helpcenter.hotwire.com/articles/en US/FAQ/Can-I-cancel-or-make-changes-to-my-reservation.
2
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product consumers, as well as their struggles after receiving an undesirable alternative
that cannot be canceled, are topics widely discussed in the mainstream media. USA
Today discusses how difficult it is to cancel a random product through Hotwire,3 and
the Seattle Times documents the regret and frustration of consumers who purchase
random products.4 An article in the New York Times likewise empathizes with the
plight of such consumers: “these innovations can come at a price, and the price is
often insanity. Other times it’s rage. More often, it’s rage’s slightly mellower cousin,
frustration.”5 In fact, consumers have filed numerous complaints and have exchanged
stories on TripAdvisor about their pain and regret due to random product purchases.6
Even though consumers’ potential negative post-purchase responses constitute a
significant problem for random product purchases, this topic has been largely ignored in
previous studies. Such lack of attention might well cast doubt on claims in the literature
about the merits of probabilistic selling. Here, we seek to answer an intriguing question:
Can the random product provider benefit from consumers’ potentially negative postpurchase feeling? We use the notion of regret to capture this negative post-purchase
feeling and to explore how consumer regret affects the probabilistic selling strategy. Our
results indicate that, from the perspective of a random product provider, anticipated
regret can be more of a blessing than a curse. More specifically, probabilistic selling
can be: (i) more profitable than offering a “transparent” product (one without any
hidden features); and also (ii) more likely to occur in the presence than in the absence
of anticipated regret.
3

https://traveltips.usatoday.com/ways-cancel-hotwire-reservation-61694.html.
https://www.seattletimes.com/life/travel/hotwire-fails-to-follow-its-own-hotelranking/.
5
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/10/your-money/on-hotwire-lost-in-the-stars-of-ahotels-rating.html.
6
http://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g154998-d281720-r138268528-Advantage InnNiagara Falls Ontario.html.
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Our article distinguishes between consumers’ aversion to two different types of
regret. Specifically, consumers might discover that a purchased random product is less
desirable than a transparent but foregone alternative (“I wish I had not chosen the
random product instead of the transparent one”). We refer to this regret aversion to
selecting wrong products ex post as selection regret. Alternatively, consumers might
find that leaving the market turns out to be better than the random product outcome
ex post (“I wish I had not chosen the random product but just left the market”).
We refer to this regret aversion associated with making a purchase as purchase regret.
Our article will show that these two types of regret aversion have different—indeed,
opposite—effects on the profits of a random product provider.
We develop an analytical model that allows for aversion to both selection regret
and purchase regret. In practice, some stylized features of probabilistic selling are
worth mentioning. First, probabilistic selling is a pricing/marketing strategy that is
employed to sell a current stock of existing transparent products; examples include a
car rental company that stocks current automotive models, and a hotel or cruise line
company that offers rooms whose infrastructure costs are sunk and renovation would
be difficult). Second, probabilistic selling strategies are more commonly employed by
low-quality than high-quality firms because of the image concerns arising from the
highly discounted prices associated with random products (Özer and Phillips 2012).
Hence, we explore the offer of random products as a pricing/marketing strategy
and abstract away from the production aspects by assuming a zero marginal cost
of production. We also assume that a high-end firm does not engage in probabilistic
selling. Thus, we posit the existence of two firms, H and L. Firm H offers a high-quality
product (H), whereas Firm L offers a random product that mixes two lower-quality
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products (M for medium quality and L for low quality) with some probability. Both
firms set their respective prices, and then consumers make their purchase decisions.
Our key findings reveal that, when consumers can anticipate their potential postpurchase regret, probabilistic selling yields more (less) profit when consumers exhibit a
higher (lower) level of selection regret than purchase regret, as compared with the case
in which no regret is involved. Intuitively, anticipated regret reduces the attractiveness
of a random product to consumers, because the random product’s perceived quality
will be lower than its intrinsic expected quality in the presence of regret. Our findings
confirm that this generalization holds for both regret types: anticipating either selection
regret or purchase regret will reduce a random product’s perceived quality. However,
the two types of regret affect the ordering of the random product’s perceived quality
in opposite ways, which brings interesting impact on the profit of probabilistic selling.
Specifically, purchase regret makes the perceived quality of the random product
follow a natural order—that is, the perceived quality increases with consumers’ taste
for quality. We shall demonstrate that this natural order of perceived quality causes
the random product provider to lose consumers with low-end taste. As compared
with the benchmark case of no anticipated regret, this dynamic lowers the profit from
a probabilistic selling strategy and therefore makes it less likely to emerge in
equilibrium. This result confirms the aforementioned intuition that anticipated regret
should discourage the use of probabilistic selling.
In contrast, selection regret results in a “reverse” order of perceived quality, referred
to as reverse quality discrimination—in other words, the anticipated selection regret
deteriorates a random product’s perceived quality to a greater extent for higher- than
for lower-taste consumers. Our findings suggest that the reverse quality discrimination
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actually enlarges the perceived quality difference between the random product and
its competing transparent product; at the same time, such discrimination allows the
random product provider to retain its low-end consumers by keeping the perceived
quality of the random product at its intrinsic expected value. Thus, when consumers
are more averse to selection regret than to purchase regret, probabilistic selling is
encouraged because it yields greater profit than in the case of no regret.
Another important message is that, although reverse quality discrimination enlarges
the perceived quality differentiation, it may hurt the competitor of the random product
provider. To see this, consider the case when there is a small difference between
products. If there is no regret, Firm L will offer product L in order to maximize the
quality difference between the two competing products. However, if Firm L instead
provides a random product (i.e., by mixing products M and L), then the expected
quality of its product increases, implying reduced product differentiation that harms
both firms. Meanwhile, the reverse quality discrimination will kick in as soon as the
random product is offered, and thus may help Firm L. So whenever the random product
is offered in this case, the effect of reverse quality discrimination must be strong enough
for Firm L to offset the reduced product differentiation. But there is no guarantee that
such reverse quality discrimination is large enough to reverse the profit reduction for
Firm H.
Finally, we also discover that, in equilibrium, the random product will be offered
even when aversion to selection regret is at an extreme level. In fact, as consumer
aversion to selection regret increases, Firm L improves the random product’s quality—
by increasing the likelihood that product M will be received—so as to compensate for
the consumer’s perception of reduced quality. Even so, the random product is never
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degenerated to M because then the random product provider could not benefit from
the reverse quality discrimination.

2.

Model

There are two firms, H and L. Firm H offers a transparent product H (of quality level
qH ) whereas Firm L offers a random product, denoted by R, which mixes products M
and L (of respective quality levels qM and qL ) with some probability; here 0 < qL <
qM ≤ qH .7 Without loss of generality, we normalize qL to 1. Let α ∈ [0, 1] denote the
probability that consumers obtain product L when purchasing the random product.
Then the expected quality of random product R is given by

qR (α) = α · 1 + (1 − α) · qM .

Note that the transparent product (L or M ) can be viewed as a special case of the
random product R when qR is equal either to 1 or to qM . Following the literature, α
is rationally expected by customers and firms in equilibrium.
There is a unit mass of consumers, each buying at most one product. A consumer’s
taste θ for quality is independently and uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. There is a
no-purchase option, which provides zero utility. In the absence of anticipated regret,
the utility derived from product i at price pi is given by

u = θqi − pi ,

i ∈ {H, M, L, R}.

7

We show in Appendix ?? that the optimal product line design of Firm L only includes three cases: (i)
offering product R; (ii) offering two products R + L; (iii) offering two products M + R. The comparison
between the the profits is too complicated and beyond the scope of this article. We instead focus on the
setting that Firm L only offers one product.
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However, the utility of a consumer who anticipates regret is given by

u=






θqi − pi

if i ∈ {H, M, L}.





θqi − pi − regret

if i = R

Even if there is anticipated regret, a transparent product (H, M, L) would not result in
any regret-driven disutility because buying such a product involves no uncertainty. In
contrast, for random product R, the utility function includes a disutility term (denoted
by regret) that represents the expectation of possible post-purchase regret.
Specifically, regret occurs when the chosen alternative results in a lower net utility
than would have been provided by the forgone alternative(s). In line with the literature,
we measure the regret as the difference, in net utility, between the chosen alternative
and the best forgone one (Syam et al. 2008; Nasiry and Popescu 2012; Jiang et al.
2017). When a consumer chooses the random product from Firm L, she forgoes two
alternatives: (1) no-purchase option; (2) buying product H. We allow for her to attach
different weights to the regrets resulting from these two foregone alternatives, and pick
the larger one as her regret. In particular, we define anticipated regret as follows.
Definition 1. Anticipated Regret

 
+
regret = α γ0 1θ<pH /qH + γ1 1θ≥pH /qH · [θqH − pH ]+ − (θ − pR ) ,

(1)

where [x]+ := max{x, 0}.
This definition contains terms that correspond to the two forgone alternatives—
namely, the no-purchase option and the transparent product H—when random product
R is purchased. Specifically, a consumer may regret forgoing the no-purchase option
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(“Had I known I was going to get the low-quality hotel, I would have made no purchase

+
and saved my money”); this situation corresponds to γ0 0−(θ−pR ) , which we refer to
as purchase regret. Also, a consumer might regret not buying the transparent product
(“Had I known I was going to get the low-quality hotel, I would have booked at a

transparent hotel, despite its costing more ”); this case corresponds to γ1 (θqH − pH ) −
(θ − pR )

+

, or selection regret. We use γi > 0 (i = 0, 1) to respectively signify the

intensity of aversion to purchase regret and selection regret.
It is worth noting that Definition 1 is actually reduced from a general definition
that allows for regret also when R turns out to be M . This possibility is captured by
the second term on the right-hand side of the following expression:

 

\ = regret + (1 − α) γ0 1θ<pH /qH + γ1 1θ≥pH /qH · [θqH − pH ]+ − (θqM − pR ) +
regret

One must bear in mind that, even if this term is added to regret in Definition 1,
we can formally show that it will disappear endogenously. That happens because a
consumer who regrets obtaining even the best possible outcome (i.e., product M ) would
never choose product R in the first place (see Claim 1 in Appendix ***). Hence, we
simplify the presentation by excluding this term from Definition 1.
The timeline of the game is as follows. At date 1, Firm L decides whether to offer a
random product. At date 2, both firms concurrently set prices. At date 3, consumers
make their purchase decisions. We shall determine the subgame-perfect equilibrium of
this game.
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3.

No-Regret Benchmark

We first consider the benchmark case, in which there is no anticipated regret. Solving
the game by backward induction, we start from consumers’ product choices at date 3.
Given quality-price pairs, we obtain two cut-off tastes for quality: one for the consumer
who is indifferent between the no-purchase option and buying R, and the other for the
consumer who is indifferent between buying R and H. Formally, these cut-off values
are given by, respectively,

θ̄R0 =

pH − pR
pR
, and θ̄HR =
.
qR
qH − qR

(2)

The corresponding demand for the products provided by Firm L and Firm H are
given by θ̄HR − θ̄R0 and 1 − θ̄HR . Hence the two firms’ respective profits can be
written as
π̄L = pR · (θ̄HR − θ̄R0 ),

π̄H = pH · (1 − θ̄HR ),

(3)

Next, we derive the optimal prices at date 2 as a function of any quality pair
(qR , qH ).

Then in date 1, Firm L will choose its optimal qR from [1, qM ].

The

following proposition summarizes our equilibrium results when anticipated regret is
not considered.
Proposition 1 (Probabilistic Selling Regimes without Regret). In the absence of
regret, there exist two thresholds TH = 47 qM and TL =

7
4

such that

(i) when qH ≤ TL , Firm L offers transparent product L;
(ii) when TL < qH < TH Firm L offers a random product R;
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(iii) when qH ≥ TH , Firm L sells transparent product M .
This proposition demonstrates that, in the no-regret case, Firm L will adopt
probabilistic selling strategy when the quality difference between the two firms is
neither too large nor too small (i.e., TL < qH < TH ). Specifically, if the difference is
too small (qH ≤ TL ), Firm L will seek to increase it by offering product L.
Alternatively, if the difference is too large (qH ≥ TH ), Firm L has few concerns about
competition and so offers product M to extract more surplus from consumers.
A key implication of Firm L’s trade-off—between offering a low-quality product to
increase quality differentiation and offering a high-quality one to extract surplus—is
that, for any level of qH , there is an optimal quality level ( 47 qH ) that Firm L would
like to achieve in order to balance this trade-off.8 If this ideal quality level falls within
the range (1, qM ), the random product will be offered at that level. Otherwise, only
the transparent product will be offered: either product L will be offered if

4
7 qH

falls

below qL (= 1) (i.e., qH ≤ TL ), or product M will be offered if 74 qH is greater than qM
(i.e., qH ≥ TH ). Firm L uses the mixing probability α (the probability to obtain L) to
design a random product to achieve this optimal level of quality, or offer a transparent
product closer to that level.
An immediate result following from Proposition 1 is how α? , the optimal mixing
probability to obtain L, changes in qM and qH .
Corollary 1. When a random product is offered, the mixing probability α? decreases
(increases) in qH (qM ).
This corollary illustrates, when regret is not considered, how qM and qH affect the
random product’s design (operationalized by the optimal α? ). In particular, when the
8

Choi and Shin (1992) likewise find a “sweet spot” quality level.
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random product is offered (i.e.,

7
4

< qH < 74 qM ), as qM improves, Firm L prefers to

mix in more of product L (i.e., to use a higher α? ) in order to maintain the expected
quality at the ideal level ( 74 qH ). In contrast, if qH increases, Firm L prefers that the
random product contains more of M —and therefore uses a lower α? —so that the firm
can extract more surplus.

4.

Equilibrium Analysis of Anticipated Regret

We now examine how anticipated regret affects the provision of the random product
in equilibrium. From Figure 1, the consumer who is indifferent between buying R
and the no-purchase option has a taste for quality that is determined by θqR − pR −
αγ0 (0 − (θ − pR )) = 0. Solving this equation yields

θR0 =

(1 + αγ0 )pR
.
αγ0 + qR

(4)

Similarly, the quality taste for the consumer who is indifferent between product R and
product H is determined by θqR − pR − αγ1 (θqH − pH − (θ − pR )) = θqH − pH ; from
this expression, we obtain

θHR =

(1 + αγ1 )(pH − pR )
.
αγ1 · (qH − 1) + qH − qR

Define

A(α) :=

qH − qM + α(γ1 (qH − 1) + qM − 1)
> 0,
1 + αγ1

B(α) :=

(1 − α)qM + α(1 + γ0 )
> 0.
1 + αγ0
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(5)

With this notation, we can use (4) to write θR0 = pR /B and can use (5) to write
θHR =

pH −pR
.
A

In fact, A(α) is the quality gap between the perceived quality of R and

qH , whereas B(α) is the perceived quality of R. Observe that, when γi = 0 (i = 0, 1),
these two cut-off values are reduced to those in (2) for the benchmark no-regret case
described in Section 3. We can therefore view that benchmark case as a special instance
of this section’s case when γi = 0 (i = 0, 1).
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Figure 1: Consumers utility under anticipated regret

It follows that consumers with θ ∈ [θR0 , θHR ) choose product R, those with [θHR , 1]
choose product H, and those with θ ∈ [0, θR0 ) choose the no-purchase option. Thus,
the two firms’ respective profits are given by

πL = pR · (θHR − θR0 ),

πH = pH · (1 − θHR ).

(6)

Firm L chooses pR to maximize πL , and Firm H chooses pH to maximize πH . After
substituting its optimal price in (6) as a function of qR and qH , Firm L chooses its
optimal qR . The following lemma shows how the equilibrium profit of Firm L is affected
by consumers’ aversion to the two types of regret.
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Lemma 1. The equilibrium profit of Firm L is non-decreasing (non-increasing) in γ1
(γ0 ).
To understand the intuition underlying Lemma 1, let us look at how anticipated
regret affects consumers’ perceived quality of a random product (if provided).
Specifically, in the presence of anticipated regret, the utility a consumer derives from
a random product R can be written as

uR (θ) = θq̂R (θ) − pR ,

where the perceived quality of R is given by

q̂R (θ) = qR −

regret(θ)
,
θ

(7)

and regret(θ) follows the Definition 1. Notably, the perceived quality of R is just
qR in the absence of anticipated regret, yet is negatively affected by the regret term
(regret(θ)) in the presence of such regret.
We know from Definition 1 that the selection regret term will be positive if and
only if (iff)
θ > θ1 :=

pH − pR
.
qH − 1

(8)

It is possible that θ1 < pR , in which case both of bracketed terms in Definition 1 are
positive, and only the larger one counts toward the regret. For this case, it is easy to
establish that the purchase regret term dominates the selection regret term iff

θ<

pH
.
qH
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(9)

Therefore, (7) can be rewritten as follows. When θ1 ≥ pR ,







qR − αγ0 pθR − 1





q̂R (θ) = q
R









qR − αγ1 qH − 1 −

if θ < pR ,
if pR ≤ θ ≤ θ1 ,
pH −pR 
θ

(10)

if θ > θ1 .

When θ1 < pR ,

q̂R (θ) =






qR − αγ0

pR
θ


−1





qR − αγ1 qH − 1 −

if θ ≤
pH −pR 
θ

if θ >

pH
qH ,

(11)

pH
qH .

We remark that anticipated regret need not always weaken the perceived quality
of a random product. In Figure 2(a), for example, q̂R (θ) = qR when pR ≤ θ ≤
θ1 . The reason is that, when a random product’s price is relatively low (pR ≤ θ1 ),
consumers with an intermediate level of quality taste (pR ≤ θ ≤ θ1 ) do not regret
forgoing product H or the no-purchase option—that is, even if they end up with obtain
product L. So for these consumers, regret has no effect on their perceptions of the
random product’s quality. Yet a random product whose price is relatively high (pR >
θ1 ) is not attractive, which implies that consumers will experience regret whenever
they obtain product L. In this way, anticipated regret weakens q̂R (θ) for any level of
taste for quality; see Figure 2(b).
The key point is how, in particular, anticipated regret affects the perceived quality
of R. Figure 2 reveals that q̂R (θ) has an inverse-U shaped relationship with θ. This
non-monotonic relationship is observed because purchase regret and selection regret
do not have the same effect on q̂R (θ). Due to the discontinuity of utility function, the
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curve at θ2 = pH /qH is not continuous.
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Figure 2: Consumers’ perceived quality under anticipated regret

Those different effects can be spelled out as follows. When a consumer with lowquality taste chooses the random product and is provided with product L, she will
regret having forgone the no-purchase option (purchase regret), but will not regret
having passed on product H—which she could not afford anyway. So the lower a
consumer’s quality taste, the more regret she will feel about forgoing the no-purchase
option. Thus, purchase regret generates a natural ordering in that the perceived quality
q̂R (θ) increases with θ—as confirmed by the upward slope in Figure 2.
In contrast, consumers with high-quality taste who obtain product L from the
random product will regret not having purchased product H (selection regret). So
now the higher a consumer’s quality taste, the more regret she will feel about forgoing
product H. In this way, selection regret results in a reverse ordering in the perceived
quality: q̂R (θ) decreases with θ; this relation is illustrated by the downward slope in
Figure 2.
Returning now to Proposition 1, we can see how greater aversion to purchase regret
(higher γ0 ) reduces the perceived quality of the random product at the low end of taste
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(natural ordering), and thereby discourages consumers from purchasing it. Hence, Firm
L has to lower its price to retain consumers, implying lower profit for probabilistic
selling. It is noteworthy that, when γ0 is very large, the random product is never
provided (see Proposition 2). Thus, purchase regret is a curse to the random product
provider, which confirms our intuition about the role of anticipated regret.
However, higher aversion to selection regret (larger γ1 ) makes the perceived
quality of the random product decrease in θ (reverse ordering). This outcome can
benefit the random product provider in two ways. First, it increases the difference in
perceived quality between random product R and product H, which encourages Firm
L to increase its price. Second, such reverse ordering does not reduce the perceived
quality of the random product for low-end consumers, because they cannot afford
product H and thus never regret forgoing H. Thus, larger γ1 improves Firm L’s
profit.
Therefore, we have identified a new mechanism reverse quality discrimination, that
the consideration of selection regret introduces to probabilistic selling. One crucial
aspect of this mechanism is that, as long as γ1 is sufficiently large, a random product
will always be offered. Thus, rather than being a curse, selection regret can actually
be a blessing to the random product provider.

9

Proposition 2 (Probabilistic Selling Regimes with Regret). Under anticipated regret,
there exist two threshold TH (γ0 , γ1 ) and TL (γ0 , γ1 ) such that
(i) when qH ≤ TL (γ0 , γ1 ), Firm L offers transparent product L.
(ii) when TL (γ0 , γ1 ) < qH < TH (γ0 , γ1 ), Firm L offers a random product R. α? is the
9

We establish in Section 5 that selection regret could, at the same time, reduce the profit of a random
product provider’s competitor (i.e., Firm H).
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unique solution on [0, 1] of

B 2 (2A + 3B) (1 + γ0 )(1 + αγ1 )2
−
.
A2 (4A + 5B) (1 + γ1 )(1 + αγ0 )2

(iii) when qH ≥ TH (γ0 , γ1 ), Firm L offers transparent product M .
√

Here TH (γ0 , γ1 ) ≥

2qM +2+

2 +q +4
4qM
M
4

≥ TL (γ0 , γ1 ). TL (γ0 , γ1 ) is non-increasing in

γ1 and non-decreasing in γ0 ; TH (γ0 , γ1 ) is non-decreasing in γ1 and non-increasing in
γ0 . When γ1 = γ0 , TH (γ0 , γ1 ) =

7
4 qM ,

and TL (γ0 , γ1 ) =

7
4.

limγ1 →∞ TH (γ0 , γ1 ) =

∞, limγ1 →∞ TL (γ0 , γ1 ) = qM .
This proposition illustrates how anticipated regret affects the regimes in which the
random product is provided. The key messages here can be easily understood by
comparing this proposition with Proposition 1. For example, the random product is
provided only when quality differentiation in the market is at an intermediate level
(see part (ii) of both propositions), irrespective of anticipated regret.
Yet, a more important point is that, by part (ii) of Proposition 2, the regime in
which the random product is provided (TL (γ0 , γ1 ) < qH < TH (γ0 , γ1 )) clearly expands
when γ1 is higher; this expansion occurs because TL (γ0 , γ1 ) is non-increasing in γ1
whereas TH (γ0 , γ1 ) is non-decreasing in γ1 . Furthermore, that same regime shrinks
with higher γ0 , because TL (γ0 , γ1 ) is non-decreasing in γ0 whereas TH (γ0 , γ1 ) is nonincreasing in γ0 . When γ0 and γ1 are equal, Firm L’s incentive to provide a random
product is not affected. Note that TL (γ0 , γ1 ) could be smaller than qM , from which it
follows that Firm L never offers product L as long as qH ≥ qM .
In short, a higher value of γ1 expands the regime in which a random product is
provided, whereas a higher value of γ0 shrinks it. So in the eyes of a random product
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provider, selection regret (which is associated with γ1 ) is a blessing but purchase regret
(associated with γ0 ) is a curse. Thus, the effect of γ0 and γ1 on the regime in which a
random product is provided is consistent with the predictions of Proposition 1.
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Figure 3: Regimes that offer random products

Figure 3 further demonstrates the effect of γ0 and γ1 on firm L’s incentive to
provide a random product. The shaded area in Figure 3(a) shows that, for a given γ0 ,
increasing γ1 enlarges the regime of offering a random product. Specifically, because
Firm L becomes more willing to offer a random product as γ1 increases, the provision
of such a product expands even into the regime where—in the absence of anticipated
regret—only a transparent product is provided (parts (i) and (iii) of Proposition 1). In
contrast, Figure 3(b) illustrates that, for a given γ1 , an increase in γ0 shrinks the regime
in which a random product is offered (recall that the random product is provided in
part (ii) of Proposition 1), and such a region can even vanish for sufficiently large γ0 .
These outcomes raise two questions. First, will the random product continue to
be provided when consumers are extremely averse to selection regret? And second, if
the random product is still provided, what is its expected quality? Our next corollary
addresses these issues.
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Corollary 2. For any given γ0 , as γ1 → ∞, the random product is still provided with
− 21 

? =q −O γ
expected quality qR
M
1

.

This corollary delivers an interesting message: even as γ1 approaches infinity,
Firm L still provides a random product whose expected quality level approaches but
never equals qM —making it unlikely (though not impossible) that consumers obtain
? → q
product L. Formally, we have that qR
M is preferred (by the random product
? = q . This preference benefits Firm L in two ways. First, it keeps
provider) to qR
M

the product randomized so that Firm L can reap the advantages of “reverse quality
discrimination”.

Second, simply approaching—as opposed to matching—product

quality qM helps preserve the random product’s attractiveness, when consumers are
extremely averse to selection regret.

5.

Comparative Statics

In this section, we analyze the impact of γ0 and γ1 on the expected quality of product
? ), and the profit of Firm H (π ? ). Recall that we have normalized q = 1. We set
R (qR
L
H

qM = 1.2 and consider three cases: (a) small qH (= 1.5), (b) medium qH (= 1.9), and
(c) large qH (= 2.3). We will show that the impact of γ0 confirms the main results in
the previous text, but that of γ1 brings additional interesting findings: larger γ1 may
? and reduce q ? .
hurt πH
R
? and π ? . Figure 4 illustrates how γ affects
We first inspect the impact of γ0 on qR
0
H
? , and confirms the results in Proposition 2.
qR

Specifically, when γ0 is large (or

? = q = 1) when q
equivalently, in here, when γ1 = 0), only L is offered (as qR
L
H is

small (see part (i) of Proposition 2 and the solid line respectively in Figure 4(a)),
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Figure 5: πH

? = q
and only M is offered (as qR
M = 1.2) when qH is large (see part (iii) of

Proposition 2 and the solid line respectively in Figure 4(b)). However, when γ0 gets
smaller (or equivalently, in here, when γ1 = 2), Firm L begins to offer the random
product (see the dashed lines in Figure 4(a) and (c)). Figure 4(b) illustrates that,
? = q = 1) to avoid consumer
when γ0 is sufficiently large, offering L is optimal (qR
L

loss from the low-end due to strong purchase regret. Figure 5 shows the impact of γ0
? . Comparing Figure 4 and Figure 5, one can see that the impact of γ on π ? is
on πH
0
H
? , which is consistent with the level of competition
to the opposite of that on qR

between the two firms.
? and π ? . Figure 6 illustrates how γ affects
Next, we focus on the impact of γ1 on qR
1
H
? , and confirms two main results in the previous text. First, q ? approaches to q
qR
M
R
? →q
(qR
M = 1.2) as γ1 goes to infinity (see Corollary 2). Second, when qH is small, L is
? = q = 1) for small γ . However, larger γ will encourage the provision of
offered (as qR
1
1
L
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γ0

the random product; thus, Figure 6(a) corresponds to part (i) of Proposition 2. When
? = q
qH is large, M is offered (as qR
M = 1.2) for small γ1 . Larger γ1 again makes the

random product emerge; thus, Figure 6(c) reflects part (iii) of Proposition 2. When
? = q = 1) for small γ (see the dashed line in
qH is intermediate, L is offered (as qR
1
L

Figure 6(b)). However, when γ1 gets larger, the random product is provided. This
holds for both dashed and solid lines in Figure 6(b), which corresponds to part (ii) of
Proposition 2.
The interesting point in here is: Figure 6(c) shows that, when product R is offered,
? decreases in γ before increasing in it. When γ is small, as discussed in part (iii)
qR
1
1

of Proposition 2, product M is provided. However, as γ1 gets larger, the benefit of
“reverse quality discrimination” begins to kick in, implying that a random product is
required in order for Firm L to take the advantage of the benefit. The creation of the
random product, starting from offering transparent product M , forces Firm L to mix
product L, which lowers the expected quality of product R. The effect of Corollary 2
comes into play only when γ1 becomes very large.
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Figure 6: qR? and γ1 (solid line for γ0 = 0, dashed line for γ0 = 2)
? :
Another interesting point is illustrated in Figure 7 about the impact of γ1 on πH
? (see Figure 7(a) and (b)). This is a surprising result because
larger γ1 may hurt πH

larger γ1 exaggerates the benefit from “reverse quality discrimination” — enlarging
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consumers’ perceived quality differentiation, which intuitively implies softened
? ). However, our results
competition and thus higher profit for Firm H (larger πH

show that this is not true: although the enlarged consumers’ perceived quality
?
differentiation always benefits the random product provider (see Proposition 1), πH

might decrease. Thus, the interaction of the two competing firms in our model is not
merely a competition softening story.10
To explain this issue, let us first consider the situation without regret. Specifically,
when qH is relatively small, Firm L will offer product L to maximize the quality
difference from qH . Now, instead, if a random product (mixing products M and L)
is provided, the expected quality of Firm L’s product is improved, implying reduced
product differentiation. This will harm both firms. However, Firm L is harmed to a
greater extent because the improved expected quality of Firm L helps it to obtain more
consumers with higher taste for quality. Larger selection regret (larger γ1 ) enlarges the
perceived quality differentiation through “reverse quality discrimination”. This will
bring a positive effect on both firms’ profit. However, the difference in here is: this
positive effect is large enough to help Firm L to improve its profit but might not be
sufficiently large to offset the abovementioned large profit reduction for Firm H.
10
This is in stark contrast to the literature on vertical differentiation (Shaked and Sutton 1982) that
shows larger vertical differentiation created from the low quality firm normally benefits the high quality
firm. Interestingly, our article shows that may be not true under “reverse quality discrimination”.
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6.

Discussion and Conclusions

Random products often consist of alternatives that differ in quality. When consumers
end up with a relatively less desirable alternative—one whose actual identity was not
revealed until after purchasing it—they might well regret that purchase because they
cannot return it due to the “no return” policy.

In this article, we study how

consumers anticipating such potential post-purchase regret affects the random
product provider’s adoption of a probabilistic selling strategy.

Intuitively, the

anticipated regret should discourage a firm from adopting such a strategy, but our
findings show that this intuition may not be true. As compared with the benchmark
no-regret case, anticipated regret can be either a blessing or a curse to the random
product provider—that is, depending on whether consumers are more averse to
selection regret or to purchase regret.
We find in particular that, although an aversion to either type of regret will
reduce the random product’s perceived quality, the respective effects proceed in
different ways.

Whereas purchase regret aversion lowers the product’s perceived

quality in the expected natural order, selection regret aversion does so in a reverse
order.

In this case of consumers being more averse to selection regret than to

purchase regret, we identify a new mechanism associated with vertical probabilistic
selling— reverse quality discrimination—that increases the profit of random product
providers in a competitive market by enhancing product differentiation and
extracting consumer surplus.

This mechanism renders probabilistic selling more

profitable and thus more likely to be adopted, so anticipated regret amounts to a
blessing in this case. However, if consumers are less averse to selection regret than to
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purchase regret, the effect of reverse quality discrimination could be dominated by
the latter type’s associated downside of reduced perceived quality; in that event, the
anticipated regret could become a curse to the random product provider, as
compared to the benchmark no-regret case.
Moreover, our results show that, although reverse quality discrimination enlarges
the perceived quality differentiation between the competing products which always
benefits the random product provider, it may harm the random product provider’s
competitor, especially when the actual degree of quality difference is small.
Our results lead to several useful managerial implications.

First, a firm can

improve its profits via marketing communications that evoke selection regret among
targeted consumers. An example often observed in practice is that of transparent
hotel alternatives being prominently advertised next to random hotel alternatives (as
in Figure 8, which reproduces a screenshot from Hotwire).

Once the consumer

chooses instead to purchase a random hotel, those transparent alternatives can only
remind her—should that random product prove disappointing—of her loss from
forgoing them in the first place.

Thus, such an advertising strategy can elicit

consumer aversion to selection regret (“I wish I had purchased a transparent hotel
instead of the random one”). According to our results, this increases the profit of the
random product provider via reverse quality discrimination.
Second, consumers normally compare travel products several months after they
decide to travel (Dellaert et al. 1998). When making decisions, people often put more
weight on the most proximate outcomes (Loewenstein 1992). It follows that, when
shopping for travel products, consumers are likely more averse to selection regret (i.e.,
regarding purchase of a particular product) than they are to purchase regret (here, the
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Figure 8: Random Hot-Rate and transparent hotels listed together on the same page
travel decision itself). Our results suggest that this can be exploited to increase the
profitability of probabilistic selling, which in turn helps account for the travel industry’s
eagerness to embrace the marketing of random products.
Third, we find that—regardless of whether regret is considered—there exists an
“ideal” quality for the random product that maximizes its provider’s profit. However,
the quality of a firm’s current products might fall short of this “ideal” level. In the
travel industry, for instance, sunk investments and high infrastructure costs (as are
characteristics of cruise ship staterooms) may rule out making any improvements via
renovation. That said, one potentially valuable implication of our results is that they
point to an easy way of achieving this “ideal” product quality. More importantly,
offering a random product of this ideal expected quality could be more profitable than
offering a transparent product of the same quality. For example, suppose that a cruise
ship has staterooms in two sizes, 150 square feet and 450 square feet, but that the
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“ideal” quality corresponds to a size of 300 square feet. Although renovating the
cruise ship so that more staterooms of 300 square feet can be offered would be a
costly endeavor, mixing the two room types—and thereby creating a so-called random
stateroom—is much easier to do. Our results suggest that offering random staterooms
whose expected size is the ideal 300 square feet could be more profitable than offering
transparent staterooms of that actual size, especially because the associated anticipated
regret of consumers might increase profits further still.
Our research is related to the growing literature on probabilistic selling.11 The
strand of this literature begins with the seminal article by Fay and Xie (2008), who
demonstrates that a probabilistic selling strategy can yield the firm a higher profit
than does traditional transparent selling. The literature then shows various benefits
of using probabilistic selling under a monopoly market with horizontal products (Fay
and Xie 2010, 2015), with veritical products (Huang and Yu 2014; Zheng et al. 2018),
and under a competitive market (Shapiro and Shi 2008).
Among these studies, Shapiro and Shi (2008) is the most relevant to our research.
Specifically, Shapiro and Shi (2008) shows that in a horizontal competitive market
the hidden features of random product can let its provider price discriminate between
those consumers who are sensitive to product characteristics and those who are not,
and this allows the provider to become more profitable. Although our article and
Shapiro and Shi (2008) both focus on the use of probabilistic selling strategy under a
competitive market, the main differences are as follows: we have discovered that the
11

A random product can be viewed as a deliberately damaged version of the original product as its
hidden features (e.g., the location of a hotel) makes the product less desirable than it would otherwise be.
Deneckere and McAfee (1996) show that damaged good can price discriminate consumers. Many other papers
also explore related issues under different situations, for example, a competitive market in which firms sell
multiple quality-differentiated products (Johnson and Myatt 2003), a competitive model of add-on pricing
(Ellison 2005), durable goods (Hahn 2006), net neutrality regulation on investment incentives (J. Pil Choi
and Kim 2010), externality of damaging good (Ellison and Fudenberg 2000).
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random product provider can use quality discrimination to become more profitable.
And interestingly, the quality discrimination follows a reverse order—a random
product’s perceived quality is deteriorated to a greater extent for higher- than for
lower-taste consumers. This new mechanism is built off of two dimensions that are
new to the literature on probabilistic selling. First, we examine the role of consumers’
anticipated regret, a behavior that would seem to hurt the random product provider,
in probabilistic selling strategy. Reverse quality discrimination is the optimal strategy
to overcome anticipated regret’s downside (i.e., rendering the random product less
attractive) and thus allows the provider to benefit from such anticipation. Based on
this, our results surprisingly show that consumers’ anticipated regret, rather than
being a curse, can actually be a blessing to that random product provider. The
second dimensions is that our study explores a vertically differentiated market under
competition. This allows us to explore how the random product provider discriminate
consumers based on quality.

Interestingly,

we show that reverse quality

discrimination may let the random product provider benefit at its competitor’s cost.
That is, reverse quality discrimination is not merely a story that larger differentiation
softens competition between firms. We remark that no analogous findings have been
reported in the literature on probabilistic selling.
This article builds on the existing literature that addresses how consumers
incorporate anticipated regret into their decisions. It is notable that scholars in both
economics and business disciplines have shown growing interests in this literature,
and have developed a unified definition of anticipated regret. Specifically, Filiz-Ozbay
and Ozbay (2007) investigate the role of anticipated regret in bidding behavior;
Sarver (2008) shows how anticipated regret affects consumers’ preferences over menus
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with different numbers of alternatives. Maccheroni et al. (2012) explores anticipated
regret when consumers have interdependent preferences. Nasiry and Popescu (2012)
focus on how anticipated regret affects an advance purchase decision, and Jiang et al.
(2017) study the effect of anticipated regret on product innovation. In this article, we
explore the role of anticipated regret in the adoption of a probabilistic selling
strategy, and discover a new mechanism of reverse quality discrimination under which
the random product provider’s profit increases and so makes probabilistic selling
more likely to occur. Thus, we shed new light on how a firm can generate higher
profits via marketing strategies based on evoking regret aversion.
This article is a first take on the interactions between anticipated regret and a
probabilistic selling strategy. Hence there are many factors that we do not consider
and that offer potentially fruitful avenues for future research. One such possibility
would involve exploring cases in which the provider of a random product has more
control over its production—that is, by incorporating a nonzero marginal cost of
production. To the extent that cost depends on quality in a setting with transparent
products, multiple products of different quality levels could then be offered (see
Johnson and Myatt 2003). In probabilistic selling, analyzing a general cost function is
complicated by the existence of multiple transparent and random products with
interdependent costs. Future research could also examine the price-signaling issue
associated with probabilistic selling: consumers might be able to infer the random
product’s actual quality from its price. Another interesting topic is that of making a
credible commitment on quality. In other words, because the provider of a random
product naturally prefers that consumers perceive it as having high quality, he may
be tempted to “cheat” by more frequently providing products of low quality.
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In

addition, we model consumers’ anticipated regret as arising from the “no return”
policy typical of probabilistic selling.

Yet, the return policy can itself be an

interesting strategic marketing factor, and we believe that exploring the interaction
between such policies and regret would yield actionable marketing insights. Finally,
as the hidden features of a random product makes consumer less able to compare
products and becomes more obfuscated (see Chioveanu and Zhou 2013), future
research can explore how a random product provider uses probabilistic selling to
manipulate consumer confusion.
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Appendix
G.

Proofs

We start by establishing a claim that will be useful in what follows.
Claim 1 [Never Regret if Obtaining M from R]
Whenever random product R is chosen,

θqM − pR ≥ max{θqH − pH , 0}.

Proof. Because u = θqR − pR − Regret, and Regret ≥ 0, it follows that u ≤ θqR − pR . So
when there is a transparent product alternative H, the consumer will choose product R
only if θqR − pR ≥ u ≥ max{θqH − pH , 0}. Therefore, θqM − pR ≥ θqR − pR ≥ u ≥
max{θqH − pH , 0}.

2

Claim 1 guarantees that, whenever random product R is chosen, we must have

[(θqH − pH ) − (θqM − pR )]+ = 0

and

[0 − (θqM − pR )]+ = 0.

Hence, it is not necessary to add the term (1 − α) max{γ0 [0 − (θqM − pR )]+ , γ1 [(θqH −
pH ) − (θqM − pR )]+ } to Definition 1.

Proof of Proposition 1. Given the quality of two products (qR , qH ), by (3), we can solve
for the optimal prices at date 2 (i.e., in the “pricing” stage) as follows:

pR (qR ) =

qR (qH − qR )
4qH − qR

and pH (qR ) =
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2qH (qH − qR )
.
4qH − qR

Plugging these terms into (3) allows us to write the profits of firms L and H as

πL (qR ) =

qH qR (qH − qR )
(4qH − qR )2

and πH (qR ) =

2 (q − q )
4qH
H
R
.
(4qH − qR )2

At date 1, firm L chooses qR ∈ [1, qM ] to maximize πL and we have

dπL
qH (4qH − 7qR )
=
= 0.
dqR
(4qH − qR )3

? = 4 q iff 1 < 4 q < q ; otherwise we will
Hence, there exists an interior solution qR
M
7 H
7 H
? = 1 when 4 q ≤ 1 < q , or a corner solution q ? = q
have a corner solution qR
M
M when
R
7 H

1 < qM ≤ 47 qH .

2

Proof of Corollary 1. By the proof of Proposition 1, if a random product is offered
then qH ∈

7 7
4 , 4 qM



? = 4 q ∈ (1, q ). That is, α? =
, and qR
M
7 H

qM −4qH /7
qM −1

∈ (0, 1). Partial

derivation now shows that

∂α?
4qH − 7
=
>0
∂qM
7(qM − 1)2

and

∂α?
4
=−
< 0.
∂qH
7(qM − 1)

2

Proof of Proposition 1. Define

A(α) :=

qH − qM + α(γ1 (qH − 1) + qM − 1)
> 0,
1 + αγ1

B(α) :=

(1 − α)qM + α(1 + γ0 )
> 0.
1 + αγ0

With this notation, we can use (4) to write θR0 = pR /B and can use (5) to write
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θHR =

pH −pR
.
A

As a result,


πL = pR

pH − pR pR
−
A
B




and πH = pH


pH − pR
1−
.
A

Solving the first-order conditions (FOCs), we obtain

pR =

AB
4A + 3B

and pH =

2A(A + B)
.
4A + 3B

Plugging these terms into our expression for πL , now yields

AB(A + B)
.
(4A + 3B)2

πL (α) =

(12)

Next we show that, for α ∈ (0, 1),

∂πL (α)
<0
∂γ0

From (12),

∂πL
∂γ0

=

and

∂πL 0
∂πL 0
∂A A (γ0 ) + ∂B B (γ0 ).

∂πL (α)
> 0.
∂γ1

Note that A0 (γ0 ) = 0,

M −1)
and B 0 (γ0 ) = − (1−α)α(q
< 0 for α ∈ (0, 1). Thus we have
(1+αγ0 )2

Similarly, we can show

∂πL
∂γ1

=

(13)

B 2 (2A+3B) (1−α)α(qM −1)
(4A+3B)3
(1+αγ1 )2

∂πL
∂B

∂πL
∂γ0

=

A2 (4A+5B)
(4A+3B)3

> 0,

< 0 for α ∈ (0, 1).

> 0 for α ∈ (0, 1). Hence we

conclude that, between 0 and 1, a plot of πL would fall as γ0 increases and rise as
γ1 increases. Note that πL (0) and πL (1) are independent of γ0 and γ1 (respectively)
because no regret is associated with the purchase of a transparent product. Finally,
by (13) we have

∂ maxα∈[0,1] πL (α)
≤0
∂γ0

and
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∂ maxα∈[0,1] πL (α)
≥ 0. 2
∂γ1

Proof of Proposition 2. To determine the optimal α? , we differentiate firm L’s profit
function (12) with respect to α:

dπL
B 2 (2A + 3B) dA A2 (4A + 5B) dB
=
+
dα
(4A + 3B)3 dα
(4A + 3B)3 dα
=

A2 (4A + 5B)(1 + γ1 )(qM − 1)
· f (α),
(1 + αγ1 )2 (4A + 3B)3

where
f (α) :=

B 2 (2A + 3B) (1 + γ0 )(1 + αγ1 )2
−
.
A2 (4A + 5B) (1 + γ1 )(1 + αγ0 )2

(14)

Step 1: Signs of f (0) and f (1). From (14), it follows that

f (0) =

2 (2q + q )
qM
1 + γ0
H
M
−
.
2
(qH − qM ) (4qH + qM ) 1 + γ1

Hence
f (0) R 0 iff γ1 R m(γ0 ),
2
(4q −7qM )qH
.
+q
H
M)
M

where m(γ0 ) := γ0 + (1 + γ0 ) q2 H(2q

f (1) =

Similarly,

2qH + 1
1 + γ1
−
.
(qH − 1)2 (4qH + 1) 1 + γ0

We can now show that
f (1) R 0 iff γ1 Q l(γ0 ),
(4q −7)q 2

H
7
H
where l(γ0 ) := γ0 − (1 + γ0 ) (qH −1)
2 (4q +1) . Clearly, l(γ0 ) R γ0 iff qH Q 4 , and m(γ0 ) R
H
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γ0 iff qH R 74 qM .
Step 2: Properties of f 0 (α). We can rewrite (14) as f (α) = φ(α) − µ(α), where

φ(α) :=

B 2 (2A + 3B)
A2 (4A + 5B)

It is easy to verify that

∂φ
∂A

and µ(α) :=

< 0, A0 (α) > 0,

φ0 (α) =

∂φ
∂B

1 + γ0 (1 + αγ1 )2
.
1 + γ1 (1 + αγ0 )2

> 0, and B 0 (α) < 0. Hence

∂φ 0
∂φ 0
A (α) +
B (α) < 0.
∂A
∂B

µ0 (α) = 2(γ1 − γ0 )

(1 + γ0 )(1 + αγ1 )
R 0 iff γ1 R γ0 .
(1 + γ1 )(1 + αγ0 )3

It follows that, when γ1 ≥ γ0 , we must have f 0 (α) < 0. In this case, the equilibrium
probability α? is either (a) at an endpoint (i.e., at 0 or at 1), or (b) satisfies the FOC
f (α) = 0. When γ0 > γ1 , the inequality f 0 (α) < 0 need not hold yet we can still use
πL ’s properties to characterize the equilibrium as follows.
Step 3: Characterization of thresholds for γ1
• When qH ≤ 47 .
By Step 1, m(γ0 ) < γ0 ≤ l(γ0 ). We consider different levels of γ1 . When γ1 >
l(γ0 ) > m(γ0 ), we have the inequalities f (0) > 0 and f (1) < 0, which means
that πL (α) must have an interior maximum α? ∈ (0, 1) such that f (α? ) = 0.
When γ1 = l(γ0 ) ≥ γ0 , we have f (1) = 0, and f 0 (α) < 0 (by Step 2). Thus
f (α) > 0 for any α ∈ [0, 1), which implies that α? = 1 and also that firm L
offers the transparent product L. When γ1 ≤ l(γ0 ), πL (α) is increasing in γ1 with
two endpoints stay fixed, and therefore firm L continues to offer the transparent
product L.
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• When qH ≥ 47 qM .
It follows from Step 1 that m(γ0 ) ≥ γ0 > l(γ0 ). When γ1 > m(γ0 ) > l(γ0 ), we
have the inequalities f (0) > 0 and f (1) < 0; hence πL (α) must have an interior
maximum α? ∈ (0, 1) such that f (α? ) = 0. When γ1 = m(γ0 ) ≥ γ0 , we have
f (0) = 0, and f 0 (α) < 0 (by Step 2). Therefore, f (α) < 0 for any α ∈ (0, 1]; the
implications are that α? = 0 and firm L provides the transparent product M .
When γ1 ≤ m(γ0 ), πL (α) is increasing in γ1 with two endpoints stay fixed, and
therefore firm L continues to provide the transparent product M .
• When qH ∈

7 7
4 , 4 qM



.

According to Step 1, l(γ0 ) < γ0 and m(γ0 ) < γ0 . When γ1 > max{l(γ0 ), m(γ0 )},
then f (0) > 0 and f (1) < 0. Hence firm L must sell a random product. For
any given γ1 ≤ max{l(γ0 ), m(γ0 )}, if the optimal α? is an interior point then, as
γ1 increases: πL increases while the two endpoints remain fixed; and the random
product is always offered. If the optimal α? is an endpoint (either 0 or 1), then—
because πL increases with γ1 —there must exist a threshold Γ1 (γ0 ) such that α?
becomes an interior point when γ1 > Γ1 (γ0 ). The upper bound of this cut-off
threshold Γ1 (γ0 ) is max{l(γ0 ), m(γ0 )}. Note that Γ1 (γ0 ) could be negative.
We can now summarize these situations formally via the following definition:






l(γ0 ), if qH ≤ 74





Γ(γ0 ) := Γ1 (γ0 ), if 7 < q < 7 q
H

4
4 M








m(γ0 ), if qH ≥ 7 qM
4

Thus, firm L sells a random product iff γ1 > Γ(γ0 ).
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.

Monotonicity of Γ(γ0 ). We know that

l0 (γ0 ) =

2qH + 1
>0
(qH − 1)2 (4qH + 1)

and m0 (γ0 ) =

(qH − qM )2 (4qH + qM )
> 0.
2 (2q + q )
qM
H
M

We only need to show the monotonicity of Γ1 (γ0 ). We start by noting that if γ1 =
Γ1 (γ0 ) then maxα∈[0,1] πL (α) = max{πL (0), πL (1)}. There are now three possibilities:
(i) πL0 (0) = 0; (ii) πL0 (1) = 0; or (iii) πL0 (0) < 0, πL0 (1) > 0, and πL0 (α? ) = 0. Increasing
γ0 to γ̃0 has the effect of reducing πL (α) for α ∈ (0, 1). Under γ̃0 , then, we have the
inequalities πL0 (0) < 0 and πL0 (1) > 0 and also find that the πL value of any interior
point has is less than max{πL (0), πL (1)}. Therefore, Γ1 (γ̃0 ) > Γ1 (γ0 ).
Step 4: Characterization of thresholds for qH . We check the derivative of πL (α) with
respect to qH . Recall from (12) that πL =

AB(A+B)
,
(4A+3B)2

where

A(α) =

(1 − α)qM + α(1 + γ0 )
qH − qM + α(γ1 (qH − 1) + qM − 1)
> 0, B(α) :=
> 0.
1 + αγ1
1 + αγ0

Because

∂A
∂qH

= 1 and

∂B
∂qH

= 0,it follows that

∂πL
B 2 (2A + 3B)
=
> 0.
∂qH
(4A + 3B)3

Further derivative with respect to α gives

∂ 2 πL
2B 2 (8A + 15B) 0
2B 2 (8A + 15B) 0
=−
A
(α)
+
B (α)
∂qH ∂α
(4A + 3B)4
(4A + 3B)4
=−

2B(8A + 15B)(B(1 + αγ0 )2 (1 + γ1 ) + A(1 + γ0 )(1 + αγ1 )2 )(qM − 1)
(4A + 3B)4 (1 + αγ0 )2 (1 + αγ1 )2

< 0.
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So as qH increases, competition softens and profit πL increases. Meanwhile, with a
higher α, the rate of that increase

∂πL
∂qH

decreases. The profits that firm L derives from

offering the transparent products M and L are (respectively) πL (0) =
and πL (1) =

qH (qH −1)
.
(4qH −1)2

Solving for

e
qH

qH (qH −1)
(4qH −1)2

2qM + 2 +

=

q

:=

qH qM (qH −qM )
,
(4qH −qM )2

2 +q +4
4qM
M

4

qH qM (qH −qM )
(4qH −qM )2

we obtain

;

this expression equalizes πL (0) (the profit from offering M ) and πL (1) (profit from L).
e then π (0) > π (1), product L cannot be optimal, and so T ≤ q e . If
If qH > qH
L
L
L
H
e then π (0) < π (1), product M cannot be optimal, and therefore T ≥ q e .
qH < qH
L
L
H
H

We now increase qH
πL (1) =

qM (qM −1)
(4qM −1)2

starting from qM . When qH

=

qM ,

we have

> 0 = πL (0). In this case, firm L offers either a random product R

or a transparent product L. As qH increases, πL (α) also increases—and it increases
more rapidly with smaller α. Hence the optimal α? is either reduced or remains
unchanged. Suppose qH → ∞; then also A(α) → ∞ whereas B remains unchanged.
2

(1+γ0 )(1+αγ1 )
By (14), f (α) → − (1+γ
2 . Therefore,
1 )(1+αγ0 )

dπL
dα

is negative for any α ∈ [0, 1] when

qH is large enough, and zero is the optimal value of α. It follows that there must
exists a threshold TH (γ0 , γ1 ) such that, when qH ≥ TH (γ0 , γ1 ), firm L provides the
transparent product M . If firm L offers a transparent product L when qH = qM , then
there must exists a threshold TL (γ0 , γ1 ) at which firm L stops offering product L and
starts offering R or H. If firm L switches from product L to H without offering R, we
must conclude that the values of interior points of πL (α) never exceeds the
e . If firm L offers random product R when q = q ,
boundaries and so TH = TL = qH
H
M

then firm L would never provide the transparent product L no matter how qH
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changes within the range [qM , ∞), implying that TL (γ0 , γ1 ) could be less than qM .
Next, we show that TH is non-decreasing in γ1 by contradiction. From Step 3, it
follows that as γ1 increases, firm L switches from offering a transparent product to
offering the random product R. Suppose there exists a γ1b > γ1s such that TH (γ1b , γ0 ) <
TH (γ1s , γ0 ). That means, at regret intensity γ1s , if qH = TH (γ1s , γ0 ), then firm L is about
to offer random product R. As γ1 increases to γ1b , firm L would offer random product R
by Step 3.
Yet suppose that, as qH increases from TH (γ1b , γ0 ) to TH (γ1s , γ0 ), we keep γ1 at γ1b ;
then firm L would offer the transparent product M according to the second preceding
paragraph. Because that outcome contradicts the the above paragraph, we conclude
that TH must be non-decreasing in γ1 . Similar contradictions establish that (a) TH is
non-increasing in γ0 , (b) TL is non-increasing in γ1 , and (c) TL is non-decreasing in γ0 .
Note that the expressions

2(1 + γ0 )qH (8qH + 7)
∂l(γ)
=−
<0
∂qH
(qH − 1)3 (4qH + 1)2

and
∂m(γ)
2(1 + γ0 )qH (qH − qM )(8qH + 7qM )
>0
=
2 (2q + q )2
∂qH
qM
H
M
are consistent with the proved monotonicity.
When γ0 = γ1 = γ, we show that πL? (γ0 , γ1 ) = πL? (0, 0) and f (α) ∝ 4qH − 7qM +
? = 1. These
α(qM + γ(qH − 1) − 1). If qH ≤ 47 , then l(γ0 ) ≥ γ0 = γ1 > m(γ1 ) and so αR

circumstances yield the same profit described by Proposition 1, as Table 1 confirms. The
case qH ≥ 47 qM is analogous. When

7
4

< qH < 74 qM and γ1 = γ0 > max{l(γ0 ), m(γ0 )},

we have f (0) > 0 and f (1) < 0. Hence there is a unique α? ∈ (0, 1) such that
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Table 1: πL? in All Cases
Cases
(i) qH ≤

(ii)

7
4

γ1 = γ0
7
4

< qH < 47 qM

(iii) qH ≥

7
q
4 M

qH (qH −1)
(4qH −1)2

γ1 > γ0
(
>

qH (qH −1)
,
(4qH −1)2
qH (qH −1)
,
(4qH −1)2

qH
48
qH (qH −qM )qM
(4qH −qM )2

>
(
>

if γ1 > m(γ0 )
if γ1 ≤ m(γ0 )

qH (qH −1)
(4qH −1)2

qH
48

qH (qH −qM )qM
,
(4qH −qM )2
qH (qH −qM )qM
,
(4qH −qM )2

f (α? ) = 0. Solving explicitly for α? =

γ1 < γ0

<
if γ1 > l(γ0 )
if γ1 ≤ l(γ0 )

7qM −4qH
7(qM −1)+γ1 (4qH −7) ,

qH
48

qH (qH −qM )qM
(4qH −qM )2

we obtain πL? =

qH
48 —the

same value posited in Proposition 1 and reported in Table 1.
As a result, we have πL? (γ0 , γ1 ) = πL? (0, 0) when γ0 = γ1 . Applying
?
∂πL
∂γ1

?
∂πL
∂γ0

≤ 0 and

≥ 0 now yields
πL? (γ0 , γ1 ) Q πL? (0, 0)

iff γ1 Q γ0 .

Finally, we conclude from the foregoing analysis that TH (γ, γ) = 74 qM , TL (γ, γ) = 47 .
Proof of Corollary 2. For any given γ1 , when γ1 > Γ(γ0 ), firm L offers a random
product. When γ1 ≥ γ0 , f 0 (α) < 0. Therefore, α? satisfies the FOC f (α) = 0 for large
enough γ1 . That is,
B 2 (2A + 3B)
1 + γ0 (1 + αγ1 )2
=
.
A2 (4A + 5B)
1 + γ1 (1 + αγ0 )2

(15)

In this equality, B is a positive constant, A → qH − 1 as γ1 → ∞, and the lefthand side (LHS)-side converges to a positive constant. As γ1 increases, if α? (γ1 )
has a subsequence that converges to any α ∈ (0, 1], then the right-hand side of (15)
approaches zero. In order for(15) to hold, α? must also approach zero. More specifically,
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if α? = O γ1−r for r > 0, then
2(1−r) 

O γ1
1 + γ0 (1 + αγ1 )2
=
2
1 + γ1 (1 + αγ0 )
1 + γ1


= O γ11−2r .

Finally, to match the LHS of (15) with a positive constant requires that 1 − 2r = 0, or
−1/2 

equivalently, α? = O γ1

.
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